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So far, all LC studies concerned top-anti-top production at or 
above threshold for pair production. 
Only single-top production, however, will be possible at the 
staged ILC at 250 GeV. Yet there is a great interest to 
investigate single-top production and top decay, tt* 
production, tcbar FCNC production. 



Standard Model Production Mechanisms

F. Peñuñuri et al., arXiv:1102.1417v1

tben production is kinematically allowed above 180 GeV
(175+5)
tbW production requires 260 GeV
(174+5+81)
This threshold is very sensitive to mtop+MW !
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S-channel tt*



For reference : tree-level MadGraph diagrams for ee  tben

From K. Hagiwara and M. Tanaka, KEK-TH-384 and hep-ph-9401295
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Cross-sections (to be extended below 500 GeV)

F. Peñuñuri et al., arXiv:1102.1417v1

Cross-section at 
250 GeV is about 

2 fb-1



Expected number of events

(re-)Design luminosity of the 250 GeV ILC is 1.35 1034  cm-2 s-1 (Yokoya, 
this workshop and at Fukuoka ALCW)

This corresponds to 1 ab-1 in 7 years. 

-> expect ~2000 top events before a possible extension beyond ttbar
threshold. These evts would be recorded in a high performance 
detector. 

Comparison with LEP (for instance ALEPH): 204-209 GeV (214 pb-1), 
and 189-202 GeV (411 pb-1), we gain 3 orders of magnitude and 40 
GeV c.m. energy. 



Note on single-top production at hadron colliders

Single-top production is very different between Tevatron (ppbar at 
2TeV) and LHC (pp at 8-14 TeV) 

Both have been observed and studied.



Single-top cross-sections at LHC



BSM decays

• FCNC : t-> Zc,u

• ALEPH: t-> Zc,u <14% (95% CL) 24 candidates, 20 expected from BG

• t -> gc

• SUSY Higgs or 2HDM : t->H+b (polarization will help to distinguish
from t->W+b)



FCNC top decays at LHC

t  cH or uH < few 10-3

t  Zq (ttbar t  Wb  lnb and tbar  Z(ll)q)  < few 10-4

The LHC reach is better than 10-5 for the FCNC decays. 
ILC 250 GeV cannot compete. 

J. Carvalho et al., 2007



BSM production mechanisms

• Can be studied in the EFT framework

• For instance eetc contact interaction should be studied



Three interesting cases

• tt* production : good way of testing calculations beyond the double 
pole approximation, because at least one is clearly off-shell.

• s >~260 GeV : tbW threshold. 

• gW fusion and ZW fusion : very special kinematics: e in the beam
pipe, only a t and a bbar with transverse PT are visible. 



Conclusions
• Though scarce, single top production 

will be a rich field at ILC 250 and 
slightly over.

• No need to wait for an extension to 
start observing top decays in our
detector(s)

• Though not competitive for some of 
the usual physics goals, the advantage
of very clean events and polarization
has to be assessed. 


